AFM @ LGM/CIMaINa -UniMI

AFM@LGM/CIMaINa: Research topics
-Development and implementation of atomic force microscopy techniques and methods -Statistical analysis of surface morphology of thin films and nanostructure; -Metrology of nanometer-sized objects (proteins, nanoparticles); -Nanotribological characterization; -Nanomechanical testing of thin films; -Scanning electrical impedance microscopy; -Calibration of atomic force microscopy probes.
-Characterization of physical and chemical properties of interfaces and systems at the nanometre scale using atomic force microscopy techniques.
-Structural/configurational properties of biomolecules and their interaction with nanostructured surfaces -Configurational and elastic properties of DNA; -Aggregation of proteins and enzymes; -Force spectroscopy of single-molecule interactions with biocompatible surfaces. -Study of nanostructured interfaces and inorganic systems -Evolution of surface morphology, wettability, electrical properties of thin nanostructured oxide films; -Interfacial properties of supported thin films of ionic liquids.
Bio-related activities and tentative WGs attribution
• Study of the interaction of biological entities (DNA, DNA-protein complexes, and cells) with biocompatible (nanostructured) surfaces -High-resolution imaging for the characterization of configurational and structural properties of biomolecules, biocomplexes, biofilms and nanoparticles (WG1,WG4?); -Force-spectroscopy and force-imaging (force-distance and ForceVolume analyses) for the direct characterization of protein-surface interactions and of relevant surface properties (elasticity, adhesion, charge density, PZC…) (WG2 ?, WG3?).
• Development of AFM-based techniques -Nanoscale electrical characterization of nanostructured interfaces (WG3 ? See Gomila's note); -Nanomechanical characterization of thin films and nano-microsystems (WG3).
DNA elasticity investigated at the single-molecule scale
• Charge separation << Bjerrum length β
• Strong electrostatic repulsion chain rigidity • Electrostatics contribution to DNA elasticity Poly-L-ornithine 49 kDa 5-fold reduction of P by increasing [PO] 
